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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Dear Suburban Ski Club Members:
This past weekend our Executive Board had an important meeting.
We assembled at my home to discuss several important matters.
Among those was planning for our 2019 ski season. Our first
order of business was the major trips and I have some exciting
news to report.
For our western trip, the EB decided to have just one this season
but to make it something special. I can tell you that it looks like
we will be headed to Park City, Utah, on Saturday, January
26th – February 2, 2019. We anticipate a great week of skiing
along with lots of other activities. There are one or two questions
still to be answered but we hope to have that done within a matter of days. In the meantime, I
wanted you to put those dates on your calendar and I can also give you a few highlights to whet
your appetite:
• We will stay at the Zermatt, a luxury resort that resembles an Alpine Swiss village and is
within easy shuttle distance to Deer Valley, Park City/The Canyons and Sundance.
• We are also looking into the possibility of creating an a la carte lift ticket package that will
give some flexibility on where to ski and for how many days. This will also allow seniors
to take advantage of discounts and there may be options to ski resorts other than the ones
mentioned above (e.g., Alta/Snowbird)
• Unless a skier choses the most expensive a la carte lift package, the trip should price for
under $1,500
• We think we will have spaces for 60 on this trip and this may make it the largest group we
have ever taken west.
• In addition to world-class skiing, there are many things to do off the slopes, including
Robert Redford's Sundance Film Festival, cross country skiing, zip-lining, geothermal
springs in a crater, a scenic ride on the Heber Valley Historic Railroad and more. So think
about bringing a non-skiing friend with you.
Very soon I hope to be sending out an Email confirming this western trip and providing more
details. Watch your Email!
At our meeting, the EB also decided on a date for the annual Eastern Trip. That will be February
24th – March 2nd. We liked the spacing between the dates for the western trip and the ET. As
usual we want to make the ET an affordable, all-inclusive trip that has been so popular with many
of our members. The pricing and the timing should also be attractive to our members who would
like to go on both major trips.

There are two destinations in play at this time and we are awaiting other proposals. Watch for
more news on this but, in the meantime, be sure to put the dates on your calendar along with those
for the western trip.
At our meeting we had two special guests and I want to thank Ron Frederick for sharing with us
what he learned on a recent trip to Park City and to Jack Ganz for his analysis on how often our
members are skiing so we can plan an ambitious yet practical ski schedule.
In addition, I want to thank Cliff Lewis, Melinda Kellerstrass and Jack again, for their work on
a planned survey of the club membership. There were many ideas discussed by the EB involving
our ski program and our social activities. But the EB also wanted to know what you members
think and that is why Cliff, Melinda and Jack have embarked on this survey. We want your input
so we can devise programs that better fit what you would like. So, please keep an eye out for the
survey and then take the time to respond.
I also want to thank Mary Ellen Noss for organizing our latest EAT at Charm Thai on April 17th.
About eighteen of our members enjoyed some wonderful food and socializing. And be sure to
check the calendar later in this newsletter to see what Mary Ellen has put together for the upcoming
months.
Finally, Please be sure to check out the photo essay on our ski trip to Panorama. It is on the final
pages of this newsletter and was put together by our editor, Joe Sullivan.
Beth Silverman, President of SSC
president@suburbanskiclub.org

MAY BIRTHDAYS

Happy Birthday

to the following members born in May. Our

database of birthdays is far from complete. Please remember to enter your
birthday when you renew your membership so we can include you in our
birthday wishes. We only need the month and the day:

Mary Anthony (5/9), Olivia Arbogast (5/31), Erich
Bernkopf (5/13), Thurl Carmany (5/16), Steve
Chmielewski (5/27), Joyce Goldsmith (5/31), Maggie
Layman (5/13), Janette Neumann (5/20), Ed Noss (5/9), Almuth Riggs
(5/28), Sue Siefert (5/21), Jack Stone (5/30) and Steve Szilagyi (5/18)
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CALENDAR AT A GLANCE
May – September, 2018
• SOCIAL: Tuesday, May 22, 6:00 PM: EAT at Lopez
• SOCIAL: Here is a peek at the EATs being planned for the upcoming months:
Our EAT Coordinator, Mary Ellen Noss, has devised this preliminary EAT schedule.
Exact dates are to be determined. In June we will be going to the Merchant Street Market
in Tremont. In July, Chris Ujich is bringing us back to Trader Jack’s in Eastlake. In
August, Ann McBrian will again organize our annual picnic and concert at Blossom. In
September, Ed and Mary Ellen Noss will once more host us at their Hiram estate for the
annual clambake

UPCOMING EVENTS IN MORE DETAIL
Tuesday, May 22, 6:00 PM: EAT at Lopez
John Hersch will be our host for this EAT. Lopez is located at 2196 Lee Road in Cleveland
Heights. It is south of Cedar Road. It you have been to the Cedar Lee Movie Theater on the corner
of Lee and Cedar, you may have seen Lopez. It is diagonally across the street. There is metered
parking on Lee Road and in an adjacent lot. Lopez features southwestern fare and Mexican cuisine.
They make their margaritas from scratch and squeeze their own juice. The full bar features a large
selection of tequilas along with other fine liquors. The draft beer menu is headed by Dos Equis.
Happy hour begins at 4:00 PM for those who want an early start. We will meet at the bar at 6:00
PM for cocktails and then sit down for dinner at 7:00 PM. The restaurant’s web site is
www.lopezonlee.com which has links to the menu and photos of the inviting décor. Reservations
should be made with John by Friday May 18th. Email johnhersch@yahoo.com or call (216) 5775370
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THE TRIP TO PANORAMA
On March 11- 18th, a SSC group of 29 skiers enjoyed a week on the slopes of Panorama in British
Columbia. They had a grand time and what follows is a photo essay of the trip. We begin with a
group photo:

The point man in this happy group is (seated) Co-Trip Leader, Mark Bacon. Kneeling on the left
(behind Mark) is Ron Howard. Also kneeling, and depending on his friend Mark for support, is
John Yingling (white shirt). In the next row from the left is Sue Kohout, Sandy Golinski
(kneeling), Franci Chiemlewski, Colette Gschwind, Co-Trip leader, Cindy Bacon and Jill
Oatey (purple sweater). Again from the left is the Captain of the next ragged row, Robin
Spooner. Robin did her best to line up this row but since they had just come from cocktail hour,
she was not very successful. Next to Robin is Ann McBrian, then Beth Martin, Kim Sandler,
June Kelley, Ralph Dixon (red sweater), Jan Breckel, Becky Marx, Patrick McPhillips
(“grass doesn’t grow on a busy street!”), Russ Marx, Steve Chiemlewski, David Schuld, Jason
Chao (with the “blond” goatee), J P Ducroux (standing on his snowboard), Bill Oatey and
Betsy Yingling. That’s Jim Baker peeking out between Bill and Betsy. All that remains are the
three stalwart men in the very back. From the left is Vadim Bronshteyn (with the beard), Joe
Edmiston (with the airplane attempting to land on his head!) and Jerry Golinski.
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Jason Chao
provided
this photo.
From the
left is JP
Ducroux
(with his
trusty
snowboard),
Beth
Martin and
Jason. The
trio hiked up
Taynton
Bowl to get
to this point.

Jason also took this interesting picture of an igloo at the base of the Quad Summit Lift
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Cindy Bacon took this photo from a balcony
at Panorama. Check out the pool in the
middle of the picture and see below for how
some of our skiers relaxed in that very pool

Relaxing Apres Ski in the
pool are, from the left,
Ralph Dixon, JP
Ducroux, Cindy Bacon,
John Yingling (white hat),
Mark Bacon (black hat but
actually a good guy), Jason
Chao (green hat with SSC
appropriate colors). In front
of Jason, Kim
Sandler(with pink visor),
Colette Gschwind
(where’s her beer?) and
Ron Howard (did Ron
sneak up and steal Colette’s
beer?).
In the background is Jan
Brekel (black uni) and
Betsy Yingling.
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Several of the most
adventurous in the
group went
paragliding. This
is Robin Spooner
coming in for a
landing. Robin
reported that the
gentleman she is
with is the only
one in the area
licensed to take
people up and that
he has been doing
it for 30 years.

Relaxing on a
deck at lunch are,
from the left,
John Yingling,
Mark Bacon
(standing in red),
Cindy Bacon,
Jill and Bill
Oatey.
That’s a ski patrol
guy in the
background
trying to horn
into the photo.
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June Kelley and Ann McBrian went
to the top of the mountain to carve
some turns and show off their SSC leg
bands. June, as most of you know, is
the creator of our leg bands and we are
all grateful for her great work.

Back on the deck absorbing some
warming rays are Beth Martin and
Colette Gschwind. Good to see that
Colette has managed to find a fine
Canadian brew.
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Around the table counter clockwise are these happy skiers: Joe Edmiston, Vadim Bronshteyn,
Jim Baker, JP Ducroux, Sue Kohout, Ann McBrian, Jason Chao, June Kelley, Ron
Howard and Ralph Dixon. Ralph is signaling for the check and everyone was grateful to Ralph
for picking up the tab.

A quartet of diners
caught smiling for the
photographer:
Clockwise are David
Schuld, Franci
Chmielewski, Bill
Oatey and Steve
Chmielewski
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Five more diners:
from the back,
Joe Edmiston,
Jim Baker,
Colette
Gschwind, Beth
Martin and John
Yingling

Those who went
paragliding
assembled for a
group photo. We
salute you: Front
row, from the left
are Jill Oatey,
Robin Spooner
(with a glass of
vino), Cindy Bacon
and Bill Oatey.
second row: David
Schuld, Joe
Edmiston, Jan
Brekel and Steve
Chmielewski. In
the back are John
Yingling and Jim
Baker
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We end our retrospective on Panorama with a photo of what some cultures call “the necessary.”
Robin Spooner passed along this picture of an outhouse explaining that there was no running
water up on the mountain and this was one of several that provided relief from having to ski
down to the base lodge to find a proper flush toilet. Robin said that she and others learned to
hold their breath when using the facilities.
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